
Hot Roller Heater 20
Read More
SKU: 25867
Categories: Curling, Electrical, Hair Accessories, Hair
Equipment, Hair Rollers

Product Description

Hot Roller Heater
8 large 6 medium and 6 small high speed hot roller. It takes only 4 minutes to heat up the
roller to be ready for use. This hot rollers will heat approximately 15 minutes and cool down
slowly ? Transparent cover that allows viewing inside the machine ? Heating super fast ?
Indicator to alert you when the curlers were warmed up and ready for use ? Power 220-240V
50Hz ? 350W power output ? 8 Large, 6 Medium & 6 Small Rollers ? 20 Butterfly clips ? 20 Metal
Pins ? 360? Swivel Cord ? Digital Control They are all of flocked surface, has been designed to
protect the hair and help you create wave and curls by yourselves and build maximum volume
into your hair. You can choose the width of the roller before comb your hair A long-lasting hair
style comes out. They can be used on dry or slightly damp hair and are suitable for all hair
types How to use:? After hair is washed, blow it dry by around 80%. Take out a heated hair roll
of right size from hair curler box. Pick up a small strand of hair and make its ends onto the hair
roll, slowly roll the ends towards the roots along the hair roll, and then fix the hot roller by a
hair clip of suitable size. The hair roll should stay for 5-10 minutes on head. After cooled, take
off hair clip and roll lightly. A beautiful hair style will come into your eyes.
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AG Ceramic Tong 33mm
Read More
SKU: 40217
Categories: Curling, Electrical, Hair Equipment

Product Description

CERAMIC COATED BARREL - This corded hair curler has been designed with a ceramic coated
barrel to create tight, smooth and sleek curls fast whilst minimising the risk of damage to your
hair. The ceramic coating with ultra-fast heat transfer locks in moisture directly into the hair
cuticle, resulting in beautiful, soft and shiny looking hair EASY STYLING - With a top temperature
of 200?C, you can create any style with a quick heat function so you can get styling straight
away QUICK HEAT FUNTION - Designed with a quick heat function, you can use this styling tool
almost straight away
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AG Ceramic Tong 25mm
Read More
SKU: 40216
Categories: Curling, Electrical, Hair Equipment, Pg 4
Hair Catalogue

Product Description

CERAMIC COATED BARREL - This corded hair curler has been designed with a ceramic coated
barrel to create tight, smooth and sleek curls fast whilst minimising the risk of damage to your
hair. The ceramic coating with ultra-fast heat transfer locks in moisture directly into the hair
cuticle, resulting in beautiful, soft and shiny looking hair EASY STYLING - With a top temperature
of 200?C, you can create any style with a quick heat function so you can get styling straight
away QUICK HEAT FUNTION - Designed with a quick heat function, you can use this styling tool
almost straight away
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AG 3 Barrel Curling Hair Waver
Read More
SKU: 40245
Categories: Curling, Hair Equipment

Product Description

Specification - Dual voltage (110-220V),professional tangle-free 360?swivel power
cord,heating up very fast, leading to beautiful "S" stylish. Ceramic Barrel Diameter: 25
mm/0.98 Inches
Suitable for - This Hair Curlers suitable for long and thick hair, loose wave fit for dating,
party, wedding. With this Curling iron, you will get a lot of compliments from others.
Always show your different and unique hair style according to different occassions
Temperature Adjustable - From 80?C to 210?C,you can freely adjust the temperature
according to the LCD dispaly as you like. The material of the barrels is aluminum alloy,
harmless to your hair, keep your hair smooth, shiny forevery
Heat Insulation - Designed with anti skid matte handle and anti scald top, smooth item
surface, make it have a long working time.Besides,with stand for placing, avoid hair curler
contacting with the desktop directly
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AG Tongs 19-32mm
Read More
SKU: 40222
Categories: Hair Equipment, Curling, Pg 4 Hair
Catalogue

Product Description
With the AG curl tong you will find the best choice for your curls and waves.?It is a powerful and
easy to use curling iron without problem, its ceramic technology allows your hair to stay curly
for longer and to conduct heat well for a better result.  

AG Tongs 13-25mm
Read More
SKU: 40221
Categories: Curling, Hair Equipment

Product Description

With the AG curl tong you will find the best choice for your curls and waves.?It is a powerful and
easy to use curling iron without problem, its ceramic technology allows your hair to stay curly
for longer and to conduct heat well for a better result. Characteristics: - Ergonomic design -
Cold tip - On/off switch - Power indicator light - Nano ceramic tube - Adjustable
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temperature.?From 130 to 210?C - Handle grip covered in rubber - Safety support - 360?
rotating cable - 19-32MM.

Soulima hair curler machine
Read More
SKU: ISO19389
Categories: Curling, Electrical, Hair Equipment

Product Description

HAIR WAVING MACHINE
BEAUTIFUL WAVES IN A FEW A MOMENT - a high-quality hair wave maker is a device
that?allows you to prepare your own hairstyle like from a hairdressing salon . Temperature
regulation from 80 to 210 degrees allows you to adjust the heating power to the needs of
the hair and its condition. The lower temperature is recommended for thin and damaged
hair, while the higher temperature is suitable for thicker and curly hair.

FAST HEATING FUNCTION - the wave curler has a quick heating function, which will be
useful in times when we have little time to prepare for going out and every moment is
valuable. All you need to do is connect the inverter to electricity, and it will be ready to
work in no time.

UP TO THREE ROLLS -?the combination of 3 rollers with a diameter of 22 mm at the same
time makes the hairstyle can be prepared in a very short time.?Just insert a lock of hair
into the heating surface and it will quickly get the desired twist.

LCD DISPLAY?+ BAG /?CASE?-?The inverter has an LCD display with a temperature
indicator, thanks to which we can precisely set the heating temperature. In addition, we
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attach a protective case that will protect the inverter, e.g. while traveling.

SPECIFICATION?- black colour; voltage: 220-240V; power: 70-130 W; coating: ceramic PTC;
rotating cable: yes; cable length: 180 cm; temperature: 80 ? C to 210 ? C; fast heating
function: yes; footer: yes; heating time max: 120 sec; roll diameter: 22 mm; number of
rolls: 3; display: LCD; display backlight: yes; non-heating handle: yes; dimensions: 37 x 8.5
x 2 cm; weight: 0.455 kg; weight in the package: 0.696 kg.

SPECIFICATION
black colour
voltage: 220-240V
power: 70-130 W
coating: ceramic PTC
swivel cable: yes
cable length: 180 cm
temperature: 80 ? C to 210 ? C
fast heating function: yes
footer: yes
heating time max: 120 sec
roll diameter: 22 mm
number of rolls: 3
display: LCD
display backlight: yes
non-heating handle: yes
dimensions: 37 x 8.5 x 2 cm
weight: 0.455 kg
weight in the package: 0.696 kg

INCLUDED
inverter
case / bag
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XN Black Wave Curling Wand
With Clamp 33mm
Read More
SKU: 400817
Categories: Curling, Electrical, Hair Equipment

Product Description

Black waves curling iron ?33mm Thanks to the ceramic tube tip that delivers negative ions,
hair will be shinier and frizz-free. Hair glides smoothly over the ceramic tube tip and hair
contact with heat is reduced, as is the risk of damaging hair. No risk of burning yourself with the
protective glove and its insulated end. Your brushing will be perfect! 360 ? swivel cord 220-
240V ~ 50/60 Hz 25-29 watts

XN Black Wave Curling Wand
With Clamp 19mm
Read More
SKU: 400815
Categories: Curling, Electrical, Hair Equipment

Product Description

Black waves curling iron ?19mm Thanks to the ceramic tube tip that delivers negative ions,
hair will be shinier and frizz-free. Hair glides smoothly over the ceramic tube tip and hair
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contact with heat is reduced, as is the risk of damaging hair. No risk of burning yourself with the
protective glove and its insulated end. Your brushing will be perfect! 360 ? swivel cord 220-
240V ~ 50/60 Hz 25-29 watts

XN Kit Combo Pro Styling 5 in 1
Read More
SKU: 402028
Categories: Curling, Hair Equipment, Straighteners

Product Description

Curling iron with 5 attachments. 5 Styles in 1. How handy is that? So can also be used as a
wavel pliers.

Luxurious styling set with endless possibilities to style your hair.
5 stylers in 1
ceramic tourmaline coating
interchangeable rods
isolated point
security shutdown
quick warm up
360?c swivel cord
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Hair Curler
Read More
SKU: 40276
Categories: Curling, Electrical, Hair Equipment

Product Description

XN Black Wave Curling Wand
With Clamp 25mm
Read More
SKU: 400816
Categories: Curling, Hair Equipment

Product Description

Black waves curling iron ?25mm Thanks to the ceramic tube tip that delivers negative ions,
hair will be shinier and frizz-free. Hair glides smoothly over the ceramic tube tip and hair
contact with heat is reduced, as is the risk of damaging hair. No risk of burning yourself with the
protective glove and its insulated end. Your brushing will be perfect! 360 ? swivel cord 220-
240V ~ 50/60 Hz 25-29 watts
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